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There is something both rigorously practical and conceptually, knowingly mischievous in Dinah 

Diwan's invocation of Roland Barthes and Claude Levi-Strauss in the title of her exhibition Signes 

crus, Signes cuits. Quite literally, the abstracted markings of her écriture are sited on supporting pages 

that are raw paper as well as boiled down cloth and baked earth.  

Yet whether her combinations of lexical and pictorial signs are found on ceramic plate, watercolor 

paper, or pieces of cloth that have the summary, secretive intimacy of journal pages conflated with the 

open-faced speedy jottings of postcards, Diwan's fluid, dense, and detailed notations evidence an 

ambition and formal marking of the Henri Michaux elicited when he wrote: "I wanted to draw the 

consciousness of existing and the flow of time. As one takes one's pulse. Or again, more modesty, 

that which appears when, in the evening, the film that has been exposed to the day;s images, but 

shorter and muted, is rerun. Cinematic drawing." (Henri Michaux, "To Draw the Flow of Time, " in 

Untitled Passages by Henri Michaux New York: The Drawing Center/Merrel, 2000.) 

The fleeting sense of Diwan;s writings derives from a hand that is at ease in Arabic, Hebrew, French, 

as well as Italian and English. Hers is a scribing that stays in the present while also incorporating 

traces and tempos of past journeys.  

One can trace the liberation of Diwan's écriture in the most recent of her works to a triptych of 

paintings she completed in 2002. In Graines, Diwan laid bare her phrasings as structural surface and 

revealed the grace of her notations capturing a speed of thought into a field of marks. With their 

elongated ascenders and descenders, and sonorous phrasing of sets of marks, Diwan's signs share 

an obvious kinship with traditional Islamic calligraphy. At the same time, given their scale and 

obsessive reiterations of a personal if not necessarily readable script, her paintings also invoke the 

gestural play of Cy Twombly and the obsessive density of Hannah Darboven's writings.  

Such gestural writing had appeared in Diwan's works of many sorts over many years, though in 

collages dating to the early '90s it was but partially shown, masked as it was by various overlays of cut 

cloth and paper. The 2002 painting triptych revealed an open display of what had been in actuality her 

signature mark all along. In this set of paintings, Diwan's system of writing is seen as raw, intensely 

felt and at the same time as dispersed across the canvas loosely and lightly. Here, the sense is pre-

alphabetic, a placement of rhythmic abstract signs that might as readily be likened to musical notation 

as to lexical transcription.  

A series of sandblasted glass-panel worlds titled La maison followed the painting triptych in 2001 and 

can be seen as consolidating her vocabulary while also elaborating on it in still new ways. In these 

panels, which are traditionally set into doors, Diwan's notations are doubly evidenced. Her writings and 

pictograms are seen on the glass surfaces (front and back) via the changing passages of translucency 

and transparency. They are, moreover, also seen on a second support. An almost filmic throw of 

daylight through the panels transmits her signs to the walls beyond. Memories of memories, this play 



of the tangible and intangible, material and immaterial, the physical and metaphysical are critical to 

Diwan's thinking and her almost contrarian ways of envisioning and constructing space.  

Dinah Diwan left Beirut at age 13, first for Milan and then Paris, where she finished her secondary 

school studies and did her training in architecture. A number of her earliest projects as an architecture 

student reveal her interest in the intersection of language with other spatial constructs.  

Diwan's architecture thesis began with her observation / proposition that "a carpet defines the space 

around it. " For her project, Diwan studied some forty nineteenth-century Polish carpets and recorded 

her findings on a sheet of vellum, one for each carpet. These overlays of drawn and written narrative 

analysis and speculative imagining, also inspired by the poetry of Pierre Reverdy and Edmond Jabès, 

become correlative to her ideas about the structural presence of the carpets themselves. 

While Diwan's notations defined a cumulative surface on each sheet (as the patterns on each carpet 

defined one aspect of the carpet's surface), the translucency of her support reminded the reader of the 

space below, above as well as around the rectangular page. 

The evidently cooked signs (signed cuts) in the present exhibition had their beginnings in 2001 when 

Diwan met Veronique Rivemale, a ceramist, who offered her the opportunity to work on another 

support. Diwan much appreciated the use of Rivermale's studio, equipment, and material, but the 

essence of the gift was, as Diwan recalls, of a different order: it was an "initiation to the possibilities of 

clay." 

Over the course of three years, Diwan made several series of ceramics worlds. She began with a suite 

of large plates for which she etched images directly into the clay. Soon her mark-making turned from 

incising clay to painting on the bisque surfaces with pigments to create images of the landscape of her 

childhood in Beirut and a personal lettering that corresponds to the memory of a child's abecedarium. 

These were followed by a series where Diwan's écriture became the defining gesture; she used her 

writings to fully take up the encircling border of each plate.  

As a way of testing the scale of the "écriture" and imagery she had fired on her ceramic pieces, Diwan 

in 2003 began to draw these passages in ink on watercolor paper.  

Small in size, they are also intimate in scale. Each page measures 19 cm x 25 cm. 

At about the same time Diwan began this series of paper works she gave up her studio. She again 

transferred her written language to a different support, one that was, if anything, even more practical 

for recording incidents of daily life. Diwan began to use postcard-size fragments of cloth, and she 

prepared a week's worth of pages by cutting 10 x 15 cm rectangles from a bolt of linen. 

In size, they were even more like journal pages, and Diwan used them to record images and notes as 

different as those for calendriers imaginaires (fantasy calendars) and cactus gardens, as the artist 

summarizes. But for the most part, their subjects are neither so general nor light-hearted. Critically, 

individual pages contain highly detailed renderings of aerial views of specific "parcours" - that is, 

routes taken by the artist - in cities where she once lived. Further, it is the way the signs are made as 

much as the marks themselves that gives these works their rigor and presence. As Diwan explained, 

these are done "pas à pas", meaning not just step-by-step but with the physicality of the weight of foot 

after foot, so as to re-walk, re-imagine, re-write are thereby re-claim as living, experienced memory the 

steps and paths a body once took. 



In her obsessive re-tracing of these routes on piece after piece of linen fragment, Diwan places 

buildings remembered and offers them in elevation and in plan. She provides notations of construction 

and decorative detain. Gardens are mapped, their plantings specified. And whether the writings itself 

is comprehendible comprehensible seems aside the point, for as signs, as gestural notations we read 

their position and precious even if we cannot precisely read or translate them. For Diwan, the 

incessant scribing of these promenades is the act that ""saves them to memory." Her re-inscription of 

"traces," as she says, permits her once again " to inhabit without end Beirut, Milan, Sienna." 

Washing the individual pages in hot water after drawing tightened the weave of each piece of cloth, 

thereby insuring that the imagery becomes fixed as an integral part of the fabric. At the same time the 

process formally gave new density to the surface texture and to the and gave as well a visceral sense 

of the softening of such materials with age and use. 

The cumulative sense of time passing and the diversity of discrete moments captured were also, and 

most obviously, evidenced by the multiplicity of the resulting hundreds of pages. Her decision to relate 

these many pictorial cloth fragments by displaying them in horizontal vectors gave the arrangements 

of individual cells a totality echoing the frame-by-frame structure of cinematic form. By assembling the 

fragments in these way, Diwan, as she says, was able to "mix the different sites in a space of joyful 

confusion." 

 

Diwan's display of selections of these hundreds of fragments as multi-part entities crucially involved a 

decision to link but not to tightly bind them. She used a fine cotton filament attached, depending on the 

series, at two points or three points of an adjacent pair of pages. While Diwan's method implies a 

fundamental, structural aspect of traditional sewn book bindings, her extended loose stitches in fact 

deconstruct the process. She creates a continuous passage that highlights the separation between 

elements as much as the relations between them, and thus, the loose connections between parts 

make for a whole that reads as a fluid, temporal event. The completed assemblages, both dated 2003, 

are relatedly titled Cryptographies and Revenir?. 

Perhaps relevant to this new body of work that isolates the problematic of identity built of disjunctive 

continuities are two items brought with the Diwan family from Lebanon, even if these did not 

consciously serve as referents for the artist while working. One is a family book, dating from 1765, that 

is written in Aramaic, Hebrew, and Arabic by fifteen different hands. It records songs, births, accounts, 

and diary entries in pictures and words to form an episodic collective portrait of the life of a family. The 

second is a single sheet  of soft, thin paper, which in format is not terribly different from one of Diwan's 

small cloth fragments. It is a well-worn page whose Arabic lettering, partially demarked in geometric 

boxes or as pictorial signs (within the shape of a turban), served as a receipt for lost identity papers 

and was found among her late grandfather's effects. 

In her various explorations of the "raw" and the "cooked," Diwan has in particular focused on the 

materialized transformations of information over time and the potential surprises as the works assume 

their final forms. She likens the differences between painting what she thinks will be the colors for her 

images on bisque surfaces and what emerges from the kiln after firing to a photograph shot compared 

to the result that issues from a darkroom's developer. Likewise the individual elements of her raw 



notes, written quickly on her linen pages, are transformed after washing, and further take on different 

senses, as does memory itself, when one bit is juxtaposed against another in different if equally 

significant re-reelings of pictorial order. 

In her re-tracings of the many cultures in which she has lived, the signs that she has obsessively 

written convey both personal and collective mythologies, in the plural and not the singular. And if we 

are reminded of her nod to the Mythologies of Barthes and the Mythologiques of Lévi-Strauss, as he 

subtitled The Raw and the Cooked, so do we recognize that Diwan's écriture is boldly embodied, 

distinctly hers, and quietly elegant. Diwan, above all, takes a critically dual address of her signs 

whether they are hardened into clay, written on paper, or stained in tissue. She is at once fascinated 

by the durable - and enduring - mark, the considered, the cuit. At the same time she is captivated by 

the raw potential of a sign's intuitively cru inscription, the unstable space of its ordering and always of 

its remembering. 
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